
Listing Consultation
Representing Your Home



In today’s real estate market, 
there is absolutely no 

substitute for professional 
representation  — who you 

work with matters.
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We are a group of trained real estate 
professionals passionately committed to 
making a difference for our clients, our 
communities and ourselves. We are serious 
about getting WOW factor results. Our 
ability to listen and understand our client’s 
goals, establish a plan and guide them 
through every step of the real estate process 
has earned us 5-star reviews.  

Our relationships are about connecting with 
our clients on multiple levels and understand 
buying and selling real estate are some of 
the most emotional and significant events 

in their lives. We utilize the most advanced 
technology, proven marketing strategies and 
in-depth market knowledge to gain an edge 
over other Brokers & Agents. I pride myself 
on my team’s personal service and attention 
to our clients every detail. Our ultimate goal 
is providing our clients a seamless working 
relationship that ensures all objectives are 
being met while exceeding expectations.
Let me demonstrate why we are the right 
choice to make your property stand out 
above the rest and get your home sold at 
the highest possible price.  Every home has 
a story.  Let us tell yours.

It is my pleasure to show you how Bathurst Coastal Properties 
and Compass can provide you with clear advantages for 
marketing and selling your home. 





1. Position
• Evaluate comparable sold homes 
 and current competition
• Analyze market trends
• Competitively price
• Discuss closing costs

2. Prepare
• Marketing strategy
• Review home condition and updates needed
• Listing preparation (staging, floorpans, 
 photography, video)
• Inspections
• Client questionnaires

3. Launch
• MLS and syndication
• Dedicated property website
• Networking
• Signage

4. Market
• Print and digital advertising
• Print collateral
• Targeted mailers, email campaigns 
 and social media targeting

5. Show
• Brokers events
• Mega open house
• Lead follow-up
• Gather prospective buyer feedback

6. Update
• Client progress reports
• Listing statistics
• Price assessment

7. Negotiate
• Acceptance
• Contingency removal

8. Escrow
• Inspections
• Title
• Disclosures
• Home warranty

9. Close
• Sales report

Steps for Success



How to List a Home

Why Bathurst
Coastal Properties
and Compass
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Analyzing 
the Market

Pricing 
Your Home

Marketing 
Your Home
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Why Bathurst Coastal 
Properties and Compass
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Why Choose John

Notable Sales

• I understand your goals
• I am focused on your interests 
• My knowledge is power
• My superior negotiating skills
• My honesty and integrity 
• My network of connections

• I understand the housing market
• My attention to detail
• My hustle and tenacity
• My problem solver mindset
• My engaging personality
• I’m a self motivated entrepreneur

As your agent, my job will be to guide you through the listing 
process and make you feel comfortable that we will have a 
successful sale together. 

724 30th Street, Manhattan Beach
$4,500,000

575 31st Street, Manhattan Beach
$4,775,000
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Compass App
This is your mobile search platform, allowing 
you to sort and filter homes, save them to 
Collections and correspond with me directly.  
It also provides complete listing information 
so you can make swift decisions on the go.

Compass Coming Soon
Drive buyer interest and buzz with Compass 
Coming Soon, which affords prospective buy-
ers a glimpse of your home before it officially 
comes on the market.  Listing your property 
first on Compass Coming Soon before it hits 
the MLS can build anticipation among po-
tential buyers, drive up its value and shorten 
the sales timeline.

By creating visibility for your home early on, 
we can start engaging our network.  2.4x 
more potential buyers will attend the open 
house of a Compass Coming Soon listing.  
Build momentum by launching your home 
twice:  first on compass.com; then to the rest 
of the market, taking advantage of a strate-
gic promotional phase of marketing.

Compass Concierge
With Compass Concierge, we are able to 
prepare your home for the market without 
any upfront costs. From deep-cleaning to 
cosmetic renovations, we’ll work together 
to elevate your home’s value and create 
a tailored plan to maximize its potential 
on the market.  Services include staging, 
deep-cleaning, cosmetic renovations, land-
scaping and more. 

Collections
Called the Pinterest of real estate, Collec-
tions allows us to track the local landscape 
for the duration of your sale in a centralized, 
visual space.  Together, we can keep a close 
eye on homes similar to your, keeping tabs 
on the competition in order to make strategic 
decisions based on price and status updates.

Insights
Using our digital dashboard, I can remain ful-
ly accountable for the key metrics you need 
to know and deliver regular performance 
updates throughout the selling process.  The 
Insights dashboard grants me access to re-
al-time data about your listing’s traffic, so I’m 
able to refine marketing and pricing strategy 
and discover new lead-generation opportu-
nities.

The Compass Advantage
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Analyzing 
the Market



Valuation Tool

The Compass Valuation tool, complete with 
advanced, in-building view and rich search 
capabilities, allows me to instantly compare 
your home with similar properties to accu-
rately determine its value. 

Network Tool

Using the Network Tool, I will be able to an-
alyze your home across 350+ parameters to 
determine similar sold listings, identify the 
right brokers, and correspond with ideal 
prospective buyers though a series of email 
campaign and targeted outreach. 

Through our proprietary technology at Compass, I am 
strategically connected to the city’s entire brokerage community. 



Pricing 
Your Home



Representing Your Home | Analyzing the MarketRepresenting Your Home | Analyzing the Market

Pricing 
Your Home
Buyers won't be interested in nostalgic or 
sentimental reasons you love your home, 
only its actual value. Pricing your home at 
the perfect selling price on day one is very 
important. We only have one chance to go 
boom! If we price the home accordingly, 
more buyers will be attracted to your home. 

Todays technology allows buyers to access 
a lot of data about your home, your area 
and recent sales. Buyers may be comparing 
your home to three others in the area. We 
want to make sure yours is not the one they 
throw out because the pricing is too high. 

What is the value of your property?
Our team of industry-leading software 
engineers and data scientists have created 
competitive analytical tools that empower 
me to confidently answer this key question. 

Valuation
The Compass Valuation tool, complete with 
advanced, in-building view and rich search 
capabilities, allows me to instantly compare 
your home with similar properties to accu-
rately determine its value. 

As the nation’s most innovative luxury bro-
kerage, Compass provides me with powerful 
technology in order to predict market trends, 
confidently evaluate properties, and achieve 
the greatest return. 
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Pricing Strategies
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Marketing 
Your Home
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Your Marketing Timeline
Your Marketing Timeline
Working with our in-house marketing and advertising agency, I 
will target the right audience across the most effective channels 
through cohesive branding — all to elevate the style and story of 
your home.

1
Staging

Appliance upgrades 
Furnishings 
Virtual staging 
Outdoor + Landscaping 

2
Imagery

Daytime photography
Twilight photography
Aerial footage
Lifestyle video

3
Floorplan

Traditional floorplan
Virtual walkthrough

4
Listing Launch

Compass.com 
MLS
BathurstCoastalProperties.
com 
Syndication 

5
Signage

Townhouse sign
Open house sign

6
Email Campaign

Property announcement 
Open house invitations 
Company email inclusions 

Coming Soon teaser

7
Print Campaign

Postcards
Brochures
Advertising
Public relations

8
Digital Campaign

Paid social media 
promotion
Feature on Compass 
channels Advertising

9
Events

Brokers' open house
Neighborhood preview 
Special events - Mega 
Open House 

Representing Your Home | Marketing Your Property

Working with our in-house marketing and advertising agency, I will target the right audience 
across the most effective channels through cohesive branding — all to elevate the style and 
story of your home.
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Testimonials 

I couldn’t say enough nice things about John. He has 

handled 4 transactions for me in the last 6 months and 

each time he presented himself as the consummate 

professional that is eager to go above and beyond to 

make sure all parties to the transactions were constantly 

updated and expectations are being and were met. 

I highly recommend John for your next Real Estate 

transaction.

— Christian S 

Manhattan Beach

We don’t only need a good talker but a very good 

listener. This is very important and John is the best at 

that, he understands and makes sure that he not only 

meets our needs but exceeds them in every way. He is 

remarkable. I have recommended him to my best friends 

and they also been equally satisfied.

— David C.

Hermosa Beach

John is not just a broker, but a local educator/mentor/

expert who advises you through the entire process.....

location, what you get for the money (short time and 

long term), tours, recommending the right vendor 

partners (movers, loan agents, banks, etc), how to pick 

the perfect place to fit your needs, how to get the 

highest/lowest price, how to close the deal, etc. He holds 

your hand through the entire process from start to finish, 

so nothing gets dropped.

— Jason C.

Hermosa Beach

 

I met John when I moved to the South Bay over 15 years 

ago. He helped me get acclimated with the community and 

his knowledge of the area, real estate opportunities, and 

information about the Manhattan Beach community in 

general was invaluable. I come to John for advice on all 

real estate questions and highly recommend his services.

— Michael M.  

Manhattan Beach

 

John is a true professional and an expert in Manhattan 

Beach Real Estate. In a very competitive market, he was 

able to secure the home I had to have. John was able to 

use his influence, expertise and professionalism to not only 

get my offer excepted but also helped with all the details 

until move in date. I would recommend John for all your 

real estate needs.

— Debbie S. 

Manhattan Beach

The first time we met John, it felt like we knew him 

for a long time, like he's our long-time friend. And 

this is because of his efficiency, ability to listen and to 

understand our needs, taste, personality, so the list of 

good could go on and on. He gave us right advice, but 

wasn't pushy, it was so easy to make a choice and not

to get lost.  Definitely would recommend. 

— Loreta H.

Redondo Beach



Next Steps

Schedule a meeting with me. 

I will create a Competitive 
Market Analysis which will 
go over how I will price your 
home to list and sell. 

John Bathurst

Principal + Realtor ®

310.594.5705
john@bathurstcoastalproperties.com
bathurstcoastalproperties.com
DRE 01977487
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Principal + Realtor ®
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Who You 
Work With Matters


